


The department saw two successful tenure
cases in the last year. Assistant Professors
Martin Boileau and Murat Iyigun were both
granted tenure and promoted to associate
professor. Martin is a specialist in internation-
al finance and the international transmission
of real business cycles. He has published a
series of important articles on these subjects,
offering new and insightful explanations for
the propagation of business cycles. These arti-
cles appear in such outstanding journals as
Journal of Monetary Economics, International
Economic Review, and Journal of International
Economics. His models prominently feature
the role of asymmetric information between
economic agents in explaining macroeco-
nomic fluctuations.

Murat is also a macroeconomist, though
recently he has specialized in economic devel-
opment and the economics of the family. He
has published recent articles in such journals
as International Economic Review, Economic
Journal, Journal of International Economics,
Journal of Development Economics, and European
Economic Review. He has written extensively on
the growth impacts of decisions people make
to accumulate human capital through educa-
tion and training, while analysis of technolog-
ical change is also important in his work. We
are delighted that both Martin and Murat
were promoted and will serve as the back-
bone of the department’s offerings in macro-
economics, international finance, and eco-
nomic growth for years to come. 

Finally, Associate Professor Yongmin Chen
was successfully promoted to full professor.
Yongmin is a specialist in microeconomic the-
ory and industrial organization, with particu-
lar interests in strategic behavior and pricing.
He has published in outstanding outlets such
as RAND Journal of Economics, International
Economic Review, and Journal of Industrial
Economics. Yongmin explains some of this
work in an accompanying article in this
newsletter.

In addition to these positive decisions, the
department had an extraordinarily successful
year in recruiting new faculty members. At
the assistant professor level, we were able to
recruit Jennifer Lamping, a microeconomic
theorist who just completed her PhD at
Columbia University. Jennifer wrote an intri-
cate and interesting theoretical dissertation
on the nature of decisions made in auctions,
analyzing certain remarkable features of price
signals made available to auction participants.
Jennifer will teach graduate and undergradu-
ate economic theory in our department.

We also undertook a joint search with the
Institute of Behavioral Science (IBS), result-
ing in the hiring of Tania Barham, who

recently successfully defended her PhD dis-
sertation at the University of California,
Berkeley. Tania is a health economist, which
is an area of need that we had been hoping
to fill for some time. Tania’s dissertation ana-
lyzed the effects of Mexico’s Progresa pro-
gram on infant mortality. Progresa is a welfare
program in rural Mexico that was implement-
ed in the late 1990s and provides monetary
support, health care, and health education to
poor mothers. Tania discovered that the pro-
gram has had a large impact on reducing
infant mortality. She will teach microeconom-
ics, statistics, health economics, and econom-
ic development in our department.

The department was also extremely fortunate
to hire two prominent economists from the
University of Texas. First, Carol Shiue, who
will be a tenured associate professor, is a spe-
cialist in economic development and Chinese
economic history. She has written seminal
papers on the extent of market integration
and the role of disaster relief in 18th-century
China. She has worked recently on the role of
market integration in economic develop-
ment, with comparative analyses of imperial
China and Europe before the industrial revo-
lution. These papers are prompting reconsid-
eration within the economic history profes-
sion of what really caused European econom-
ic growth and Chinese stagnation. Her papers
appear in American Economic Review, Journal of
Economic History, and elsewhere. Carol discuss-
es her work in a companion piece in this
newsletter. She will teach economic history
and economic development in our depart-
ment.

Second, Wolfgang Keller, who also will be a
tenured associate professor, is a leading
authority on international trade, technologi-
cal innovation, and the diffusion of new infor-
mation across borders. He has published
papers in American Economic Review, Journal of
Political Economy, Journal of Development
Economics, and other outstanding journals. He
is also a research associate at the National
Bureau of Economic Research. Wolfgang will
teach economic theory, international trade,
and economic growth.

Together, these economists will do much to
push the research and teaching programs
here beyond what we have achieved to date.
The fact that the department was able to hire
four outstanding scholars in the face of signif-
icant budgetary difficulties at the university
was almost miraculous. I am grateful to my
colleagues for their hard work in the recruit-
ing process and to the Dean of Arts and
Sciences for supporting our requests. 

Philip Graves had two papers
come out in 2004, has one
coming out in September
2005, and another forthcom-
ing in 2006. He also wrote a
book review in 2005 for the
Journal of Economic Literature.
Phil has begun a book titled
Environmental Economics for
Environmentalists: How to Play
Within the “Rules of the Game”
and Win! He has three pub-
lishers, based on a prelimi-
nary table of contents, wait-
ing to see sample chapters
that are nearly complete.
Since the last Faculty Notes,
Phil has presented The Gos-
nell Lecture at the Rochester
Institute of Technology
(“Proper Valuation of Public
Goods: Policy Implications,”
September 22, 2004). In
addition, he presented
“Resource Misallocation from
Goods Misvaluation: When
Psychological Underpinnings
of Demand Matter,” “Linking
Regional Science and Urban
Economics: Long Run
Interactions Among
Preferences for Amenities
and Public Goods,” and
“Over-Development of Rural
Areas Due to Non-Optimal
Urban Public Good
Provision,” at the 51st Annual
North American Meetings of
the Regional Science
Association International,
Renaissance Seattle, Seattle,
Washington, Now s, Now s, jTNlic Good









We recently discovered that 2006 will be the
50th anniversary of the founding of the
“modern” economics department at CU-
Boulder. This is an event worth celebrating,
and we will elaborate on that later in this
story. But first, we thought readers may enjoy
learning the history of the department, which
we have extracted from the university’s
archives. We are grateful to Alex Garcia, a stu-
dent in the history department, for undertak-
ing this research.

The first signs of economics being offered at
the CU-Boulder in fact came in the late
1870s, when such courses as Economic
Geology and Political Economy were required
on the road to earning a University Science
degree. By the early 1880s, a new course titled
School Economy was available for students to
take. Prior to that point there were no faculty
listed as teaching economics. However, this
changed in 1884, when James W. Bell became
the first faculty member to be listed as a pro-
fessor of political economy and history. 

However, the first indication of an independ-
ent college or department of economics was
not until 1906, when the College of
Commerce was established. The College of
Commerce was contained within the larger
College of Liberal Arts. At this time the title
“instructor of economics” was used to refer to
faculty in our discipline. By 1939, economics
had become a departmental subheading
under the broader Department of
Economics, Sociology, Political Science, and
Anthropology—all housed in the Hellems
building. 

These four sub-disciplines were named sepa-
rate components of the university’s Social
Sciences Department in the early 1950s.
Economics remained under the Social
Science heading until 1956, at which time all
four of these categories became autonomous
departments and were catalogued independ-
ently in departmental listings.

From its creation in 1956 through the 1958–
59 academic year, the economics department
remained in Hellems. After that the depart-
ment was moved to the chemistry building,
where it remained for nearly a decade.
Following the 1965–66 academic year the
department changed locations again, this
time to the Hellems Annex, which is the pres-
ent-day Education Building. Economics
resided in the annex for four years until the

1970–71 school year, when it moved into the
Economics Building, where it remains today.
Former students may recall that the Econo-
mics Building was the original University
Memorial Center. It later became the School
of Business before coming to house the
Department of Economics. We are grateful to
reside in this beautiful and graceful structure.

Alumni will remember many of the promi-
nent scholars and colorful characters who
have graced our department since 1956.
Allow us to mention just a few of these fig-
ures. Carl McGuire taught international eco-
nomics for decades and was department chair
during much of our growth in the 1960s.
Reuben Zubrow will long be remembered for
his dynamic and rigorous teaching of genera-
tions of young economists. 





08/27/04
James Markusen, University of Colorado at Boulder

“Learning on the Quick and Cheap: Gains from Trade
Through Imported Expertise”

09/02/04
Edward Balistreri, Colorado School of Mines

“Structural Estimation and the Border Puzzle”

9/24/04
Maggie Xiaoyang Chen, University of Colorado at Boulder

“Regionalism in Standards: Good or Bad for Trade?”

10/07/04
E. Young Song









An important issue in economics and antitrust
policy is how vertical merger, or vertical inte-
gration, affects competition. Vertical merger
refers to a situation in which an upstream sup-
plier, such as an electronics company, merges
with a downstream firm, such as a retail chain.
In such circumstances the electronics firm
may require that the retail outlets sell its prod-
ucts exclusively. The traditional foreclosure
theory viewed vertical merger as harming
competition by denying competitors access to
either a supplier or a buyer. The foreclosure
theory has received strong criticism from
authors commonly associated with the
Chicago School. The Chicago School view of
antitrust emphasizes that the efficiencies gen-
erated by vertical integration are likely to
result in lower prices to final consumers. A
more recent strategic approach to the subject,
which I have explored in my research, has
shown how vertical integration might have the
opposite purpose and effect.

The use of exclusive contracts by customers
and suppliers in intermediate product mar-
kets is equally controversial. American courts
and antitrust agencies have found many cases
of exclusive dealings to illegally foreclose com-
petition. The Chicago School disputes this
finding, arguing instead that exclusive con-
tracts are presumptively efficient, because it is
usually unprofitable to foreclose competition
via exclusive contracts. More recently, industri-
al organization economists have studied alter-
native models in which exclusive contracts can
have the effects of foreclosing more profitable
potential entrants.

The existing economics literature on vertical
integration and exclusive contracts yields
important insights on the competitive effects
of these practices when they arise in isolation.
However, available studies generally ignore
the incentives for, and effects of, these prac-
tices when undertaken in combination. In a
joint paper I wrote with Professor Michael
Riordan of Columbia University, we uncover
an unnoticed connection between exclusive
contracts and vertical integration. This con-
nection is motivated by the observation that in
some intermediate product markets vertical
integration and exclusive contracts exist simul-
taneously. For instance, in Standard Oil Co. v.
U.S. (1949), Standard Oil sold about the same



Department of Economics 2004 Graduates
PhD

Luky Alfirman Ji Guo Yin He Geetha Rajaram Kazuhiko Yokota
Rebecca W. Brown Ming He Derek Kellenberg Aaron M. Strong

Master of Arts
Yiting An Gina M. Hilton Orathai Kidhen Jason A. Pearcy Joshua S. Wimpey
Woong Tae Chung Trung Nam Hoang David C. Kingsley Kenneth Strzepek Xia Yuan
Nikolay V. Dobrinov Erik B. Johnson Shuichiro Nishioka Eric T. Stuen

BA/MA
Evan W. Galbraith

Bachelor of Arts
Oreste Abbamonte
Joshua Ackley
Michael Agcaoili
Thamer Al-Humayyd
Zakaria Aldweik
Eric Alger
Robert Allen III
Larry Almanzar
David Anderson
Muchamad Arifiandi
Ryan Aucone
Alexandria Bagaria
Sarah Bang
Karl Barton
Ryan Baumgartner
Byron Beard
Adam Beck
Victor Beckman
Brent Berc

magna cum laude
Travis Berge

summa cum laude

S -1.1529 TD(summa cum laude)nteZakaria 








